Private company trends in ERP
implementation and investments:
Opportunity for ERP-as-a-service

ERP trends in private companies
As private companies emerge from the COVID-19 crisis, executives are realizing the need to leverage
more innovative approaches in ERP within a dynamic business environment. Here are some trends*
that private companies are weighing around ERP implementation and investments.
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The reality is, being able to have a more seamless ERP migration journey, with faster time to value,
lower up-front investment and the opportunity for on-demand innovation to enable further value, is
what many private companies could beneﬁt from. ERP-as-a-service might hold the key. Intrigued?
Contact us to learn more.
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*Data represents responses to a live poll conducted as part of Deloitte's Dbriefs webcast on March 23, 2021, “ERP trends for the Kinetic
Enterprise: Private Companies,” which had more than 1,600 attendees across job levels, representing more than 1,300 unique
private companies.
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